


 The largest province in Canada by surface area, Québec ranks 
second in population with 7.6 million people.

 In 2005, Québec’s gross domestic product was nearly C$275 
billion (US$227 billion or €182 billion).

 Québec’s per capita GDP ranks 19th in the OECD:
 it is equivalent to the average of OECD countries.  

 Between 2000 and 2004, Québec’s standard of living, i.e. real 
per capita GDP, rose by more than any other G7 country except 
the United Kingdom.

 The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) gives 
Québec preferred access to a market of 435 million consumers, 
more than 25% of whom live within 1000 km of its largest  
city, Montréal.
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ThE ECONOMy Is IN 
gOOD shAPE

Québec’seconomygrewby2.2%in2005:

  domestic demand remained strong;
  consumer spending rose 3.6%, its best performance in  
 eight years;
  housing starts were robust, posting their second-best  
 performance since 1988;
  exports continued to grow, with a rise of 2.7%, their strongest 
 growth since 2000;
  employment continued to grow:
  36 800 new jobs created, most of them full-time;
  at 8.3%, the unemployment rate is at its lowest point  
  since 1975.

In2006,economicgrowthshouldaccelerateto2.5%:

  this forecast is the same as the average private-sector forecast;
  growth in exports will accelerate to 4.2%;
  55 200 new jobs will be created, reducing the unemployment 
 rate to 8.2%;
  the inflation rate should remain relatively low at 2.3%.
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Recent economic 
DEvELOPMENTs AND OUTLOOk

Real gRoss domestic pRoduct
(PERCENTAgE ChANgE)

Sources : Institut de la statistique du Québec and ministère des Finances.
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Québec

Real GDP growth
Consumption
Housing starts (thousands)
Total exports
Employment rate1 
Job creation (thousands)
Consumer price index

2005

 2.2
 3.6
  50.9
 2.7
 8.3
  36.8
 2.3

2006

 2.5
 2.7
 42.9
 4.2
 8.2
 55.2
 2.3

economic indicatoRs 
(PERCENTAgE ChANgE)

Canada

Interest rates1

 Treasury bills (3 months)
 Bonds (10 years)
Exchange rate (US¢)

2005

 2.7
 4.1
 82.5

2006

 3.7
 4.4

85.1

1 Per cent
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A hIghLy EDUCATED AND  
BILINgUAL wORkFORCE

Québechasahighlyeducatedworkforce:
  84% of workers have a secondary school diploma or better;
  21% hold a university degree.

Morethan40%ofQuebecersspeakFrenchandEnglish:
  in the Montréal region, this proportion is 53%;
  in addition, 13% speak a third language.
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A MODERN ECONOMy

 Québec’s economy has been transformed over the last few decades.

  Long known for its natural resources, the economy now has a  
 developed service sector that accounts for 71% of real GDP.

  High-technology industries are increasingly prominent.

 Montréal ranks third in North America in terms of the number of  
 jobs per capita in high-technology sectors.



BReakdown of Real gdp peR majoR  
sectoR - 2005

Source: Institut de la statistique du Québec.

Unprocessed resources sector 
(agriculture, mines, forests, fisheries)

2.4%

Secondary  
sector 

• Manufacturing 
    industries 21.0%
• Construction 5.8%

26.8%

Service sector

• Finance, insurance, real   
 estate and leasing 17.1% 
• Education and health care 
  services 10.8%
• Commercial services   
 11.9% 
• Commerce 12.3% 
• Information and culture   
 4.6%
• Transportation and  
 warehousing 4.4% 
• Other 9.7% 

70.8%

distRiBution of laBouR in QuÉBec By  
leVel of schooling

Source: Statistics Canada.
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University degree 
 21.0%

 

QUÉBEC’s UNIvERsITIEs: A 
POwERFUL ECONOMIC LEvER

 With 160 000 students and 11 university institutions, Montréal is 
 known as a top-flight university city:
  it has the second-highest ratio of students per capita in North 
  America, just behind Boston;

  with more than 200 specialized centres, Montréal is the  
  leader among Canadian university cities in terms of funds  
  dedicated to research.

 Québec universities play a key role in the innovation process.  
 For instance:

  the University of Sherbrooke is a leader in cellular telephony 
  technology;
 Laval University has earned a reputation for research on  

  nutrition and obesity;
 McGill University is the Canadian university awarded the 

  most patents by the US Patent and Trademark Office.

  Re$earch Money has ranked the Institut national de recherche 
 scientifique (INRS) first among 50 Canadian universities for the 
 intensity of its research.
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pillaRs of the economy:  
ADvANCED TEChNOLOgIEs

LIFE sCIENCEs

 Québec ranks fourth in North America in terms of the number of  
biotechnology companies.

 Québec has six of the seven research centres of multinational  
pharmaceutical companies in Canada: Merck Frosst, AstraZeneca, 
Boehringer Ingelheim, Bristrol-Myers Squibb, Wyeth Pharmaceuticals, 
GlaxoSmithKline.

 The engine of genomics in Canada, Montréal has research centres 
with an international reputation including Génome Québec, the  
Institut de recherche en biotechnologie, the Centre protéomique de 
l’Est du Québec and the Human Proteome Organisation.

 Montréal also ranks fourth in North America in terms of employment 
in the pharmaceutical sector.

INFORMATION AND  
COMMUNICATIONs  
TEChNOLOgIEs 

 More than 100 000 jobs spread among 5 000 companies.

 Montréal has a critical mass of companies including many world  
leaders in manufacturing and research in the wireless telecommunications 
segment.
 Ericsson has set up one of its largest research centres outside  

Sweden here. Over the last decade, Ericsson has invested more 
$800 million in fixed assets and created 1 600 jobs.

 Montréal also ranks fourth in North America in terms of per capita  
employment in information and communications technology.

 Birthplace of pioneers such as Softimage and Discreet, destination of 
major publishers such as Ubisoft and Electronic Arts, Québec is now 
a digital entertainment powerhouse in North America.



In 2005, Toon Boom Animation, a Montréal SME, was awarded an 
Emmy in recognition of its contribution to television production. Its 
USAnimation Opus software, used by major studios, was applied in 
productions such as The Simpsons, SpongeBob SquarePants and the 
Triplets of Belleville.

Drugs recognized and used around the world have been discovered and 
developed in Québec: for instance, 3TC, from BioChem Pharma for the 
treatment of AIDS and Singulair from Merck Frosst for the treatment 
of asthma.

AEROsPACE

 Québec ranks sixth in the world in terms of output.

 Montréal is one of the world’s largest aeronautics centres, 
along with Seattle (USA) and Toulouse (France).

  It is one of the few places in the world where almost all the  
 components of an aircraft are produced within a distance of  
 30 km.  

 Four major world players are located in Greater Montréal:  
Bombardier for business aircraft and regional jets, Pratt & 
Whitney Canada for aircraft and helicopter engines, CAE for 
flight simulators and Bell Helicopter for civilian helicopters.

  One person in 200 works in the aerospace industry in Québec.

  More than 80% of production is exported.
  Ranking first among Québec’s exports.

The Canadian Space Agency is headquartered in Québec where 
it is making significant investments in research and development,  
particularly in the development of robotic arms for the 
space shuttles.
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VOICEAGECORPORATION

 With a portfolio of more than 500 patents, VoiceAge  
 Corporation has had one of its audio compression  
 technologies recognized by international telecommunications 
 industrial standards. The result: its ACELP technology is  
 included in more than one billion cellular telephones, i.e. 93% 
 of digital phones used around the world.

PHYTRONIX

  Phytronix has developed and patented a new atmospheric 
 pressure ionization technology, LDTD. Its product, P-Tech 96, 
 reduces sample analysis time by a factor of from 15 to 50,  
 making it a must for laboratories that want to increase their  
 speed of analysis. 

A CUTTINg-EDgE 
FINANCIAL sECTOR

 Québec and Canada have an efficient and transparent financial sector, 
the result of solid regulatory and market supervision infrastructure.

 The financial sector plays a key role in wealth creation. It alone  
accounts for 6% of all economic activity in Québec.

 One hundred and twelve international financial centres specializing 
in international financial transactions are located in Montréal,  
employing highly specialized professionals.

 Sales volumes of derivatives on the Montréal Exchange are  
experiencing exceptional growth. The Exchange is now a hub in 
Canada for financial risk management and a significant partner in 
specialized markets in North America.

ADAPTED PROFEssIONAL sERvICEs

 Commercial and professional services are a vital partner for local and foreign investors and entrepreneurs.  

 These industries employ almost 614 000 people, producing 29% of Québec’s GDP.

 Québec has a critical mass of business process solutions companies, in particular Samson Bélair/Deloitte & Touche, Mercer, Nordia, and CGI, 
which makes it a world leader in this sector.

 Québec consulting engineering is reknown the world over thanks to the achievements of leaders such as SNC-Lavalin, Dessau-Soprin, Tecsult 
and many other players on international markets.

CREAFORM

  Creaform has developed a revolutionary 3D laser scanner, the 
 HandyScan. The device can quickly render any object as a 3D 
 file with a simple scan. The Art Center College of Design of  
 California, the world design leader, has selected the HandyScan 
 to train its future designers.

BUG.TV

 The American network NBC selected software by a Québec 
 company, Bug.TV, to broadcast the 2006 Olympic Games from 
 Turin. BUG.TV’s software helps to broadcast animated graphics. 
 It is used, among others, by the National Basketball Association  
 and the television channel CurrentTV.

In 2004, the Montréal Exchange opened the Boston Options Exchange 
on the North American market. In so doing, it became the first foreign 
exchange to ensure the technical operation of an American exchange.

QUÉBEC sUCCEss sTORIEs
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R&D ExPENDITUREs:  
ACCELERATED gROwTh

 Spending on R&D is growing faster in Québec than in the other 
provinces of Canada:
 since 1983, R&D spending in Québec, expressed as a percentage 

of GDP, has grown by an average of 4.8% per year compared  
with 2.5% for Ontario and 1.9% for Canada as a whole;

 since 1995, Québec has been the province that, as a proportion 
of its GDP, has posted the highest level of R&D spending  
in Canada.

 

A TAx sysTEM ThAT  
ENCOURAgEs INNOvATION

 R&D expenditures by businesses enjoy favourable tax treatment:
 the most competitive in Canada for SMEs;
 one of the most competitive for large enterprises.

 



Source: OECD Science, Technology and Industry Scorecard, 2005.
1  Case of a large company. Net after-tax cost of an expenditure of $1 in R&D corrected to reflect  
 the level of corporate income tax. The lower the index, the more generous the tax incentives.
2  Rates in effect in 2004 for countries. Rate in effect as at April 1, 2006 for Québec.
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A LEADER IN vENTURE CAPITAL 
 Almost 47% of the venture capital available in Canada comes from funds managed in Québec. Venture capital under management in 

Québec amounts to $9.9 billion.

 In 2005, Québec received 39% of venture capital investments. The $710 million invested represented an increase of 12% compared to 2004.
 Information technology and life sciences accounted for two thirds of these new funds.

 inteRnational compaRison net afteR-tax    
cost of an R&d expendituRe1, 2

A LEADER AMONg  
INDUsTRIALIzED COUNTRIEs

 In 2003, Québec allocated 2.74% of its GDP to R&D:
 a level higher than the average of the OECD, the G7 and 

the European Union.

 Québec’s objective is to invest 3% of its GDP in R&D  
by 2010.

gRoss domestic R&d expendituRes  
2003
(As A PERCENTAgE OF gDP)

gRoss domestic R&d expendituRes
(As A PERCENTAgE OF gDP)

Source: Institut de la statistique du Québec.
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Sources: OECD, Main Science and Technology Indicators, 2005-2, January 2005; Statistics Canada  
 and Institut de la statistique du Québec.
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AN ECONOMy INTEgRATED 
wITh ThE NORTh AMERICAN 
MARkET

 The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) has 
opened a huge market to Québec:
 in 1988, prior to NAFTA, Québec’s international exports 

accounted for 21% of GDP;
 today, they account for 37% of GDP.

 More than 80% of international exports are shipped to the 
United States, which bought more than $63.7 billion worth of 
merchandise from Québec in 2005.

 The strength of the trade relation between the United  
States and Québec is confirmed by the ranking of U.S.  
economic partners.

 Québec is the seventh-largest exporter to the American market:
 after the United Kingdom and ahead of South Korea.

 Québec is also an excellent customer of the United States:
 it ranks fourth as an export market, ahead of China, the 

United Kingdom, Germany and South Korea.

 Québec’s exports of goods and services account for 57% of GDP and 
are an important engine of its economy.

BREAkThROUghs ON MANy 
MARkETs

 Québec has business relations in many regions of the world:
 almost 9% of international exports are shipped to member  

countries of the European Union, chiefly the United Kingdom, 
France, Germany and the Netherlands;

 new markets are being developed, especially in China and Mexico, 
where exports have surged by almost 770% between 1998  
and 2005;

 Québec supports the efforts of business people to penetrate  
emerging markets:

  to strengthen its business relations, Québec undertook trade 
 missions to China in September 2005 and to India in  
 January 2006.

hIgh vALUE-ADDED ExPORTs

 Québec’s international exports reflect its diversified industrial  
structure in which high value-added products account for an  
increasing share.

 Capital goods have risen substantially as a proportion of exports, 
from 22% in 1988 to 35% in 2005.

 The growth in international merchandise exports between 1988 
and 2005 is attributable mainly to capital goods such as aircraft and 
parts.

QuÉBec’s expoRts
(As A PERCENTAgE OF gDP)

Sources: Statistics Canada and Institut de la statistique du Québec.
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The Port of Montréal is a leading container port serving the North 
Atlantic market. With total traffic of 24.3 million tonnes in 2005, 
the port achieved its second-best performance in 25 years.
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index of Business location and  
opeRating costs1

(UNITED sTATEs = 100)

1  Results obtained from the KPMG 2006 Competitive Alternatives cost model. The lower the index,  
 the lower the business location and operating costs in the jurisdiction concerned.
Sources: KPMG and ministère des Finances.

A COMPETITIvE TAx sysTEM  
FOR BUsINEssEs

 Companies in Québec operate under a tax system that is competitive 
on the whole compared with those of other North American  
jurisdictions.

 Tax rates on business profits in Québec are among the lowest in 
North America.

 Companies receive a rebate of the Québec sales tax on almost all 
their purchases.

 



index of the cost of liVing in selected 
cities1

(NEw yORk = 100)

1  The higher the index, the higher the cost of living.
Source: Mercer Human Resource Consulting (2005).

LOw BUsINEss LOCATION 
AND OPERATINg COsTs

 The most recent KPMG study (2006) again confirms that  
business location and operating costs in Québec are among the 
lowest of the major industrialized countries.

 All sectors combined, these costs are 2.3% lower than the  
Canadian average, 7.7% lower than in the United States and 
than the average of the G7 countries.

Note:  Maximum tax rates applicable to active income of corporations by all levels of government.
Source: Ministère des Finances.

COsT OF LIvINg

 According to an annual study by Mercer Human Resource Consulting 
that covers 144 business centres throughout the world, Montréal 
ranks among the cities with the lowest cost of living:

 Montréal and Québec stand out internationally, in particular because 
of the low cost of housing.
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NATURAL REsOURCEs:  
REMARkABLE ABUNDANCE

  Québec stands out for the abundance and variety of its natural  
 resources, making it a major global player.

 Québec’s forests are immense:
  they cover almost half the territory, the equivalent of  

 Sweden and Norway combined;
  the wood products and pulp and paper industries account for  

 16% of the value-added in Québec’s manufacturing sector;
  Québec is the world’s largest exporter of newsprint.

 Québec’s mining wealth is recognized the world over:
  Québec ranked sixth among the most explored countries 

 in 2004. More than 65% of exploration budgets are allocated 
 to diamond and precious metals exploration;
  Québec is the second largest magnesium producer and  

 the fourth largest aluminium producer in the world.

  Fresh water covers 10% of Québec’s territory, constituting  
 one of the world’s largest reservoirs of fresh water.

NEw ENERgy sOURCEs

 With hydro-electricity and wind power, Québec is focusing on  
renewable energy to keep Quebecers supplied with electricity.  

 By the end of 2013, Hydro-Québec expects to have 3 500 MW of 
wind power, which accounts for over 7% of the wind power currently 
installed throughout the world.

 
 Besides the development of hydro-electricity and wind power, 

Hydro-Québec is also looking at other forms of renewable energy, 
such as biomass, geothermal and solar, and their adoption in a  
self-generation context.    

QUÉBEC’s COMMITMENT

 In 1992, the Québec government joined the planetary 
effort to GHG emissions by subscribing on to the United Nations  
Framework Convention on Climate Change.

 Québec has one of the best GHG records in North America. On 
a per capita basis, Quebecers produce roughly 12 tonnes of GHG, 
nearly half the Canadian average, and equivalent to the average for  
European countries.

 In 2005, Montréal hosted the United Nations Climate Change  
Conference, the largest conference on climate since the gathering 
in Kyoto in 1997.

 In May 2006, the Québec government presented its energy strategy 
for 2006-2015. Among the orientations included are:

   Resuming and accelerating the pace of development of our  
  hydroelectric potential with the implementation of new  
  projects totalling 4 500 MW.

   Developing wind power, an energy source for the future. 
  10% of installed power will come from wind power.

   Using energy more efficiently. Québec expects $2.5 billion in  
  annual savings on its energy bill by 2015.

11

COMPANIEs ThAT CARE FOR ThE ENvIRONMENT

 Some fifty companies and associations offer solutions to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the transportation, energy,  
agriculture, building and industry sectors. They include:

  CO2 Solutions, an environmental biotechnology company, has developed a process for converting carbon dioxide into an  
environmentally benign substance.

  Norsk Hydro Canada achieved remarkable results in 2005. Its process reduces the intensity of its emissions by 98.5%. An  
exceptional performance that blazes the trail for other magnesium producers.
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hydRo-QuÉBec

Note:  Index associated with a monthly power bill (excluding taxes) of 10 MW, consumption of  
5 760 MWh and a load factor of 80%.

Sources: Hydro-Québec, Comparison of Electricity Prices in Major North American Cities, April 1, 2005 
and EURELECTRIC, Electricity Tariffs as of 1 January 2005.

 In 2005, Hydro-Québec’s earnings from activities reached  
$2.25 billion, i.e. $124 million more than in 2004. This increase is 
attributable in particular to the increase exports in the short term and 
to growth in sales in Québec.

 The corporation has an ambitious investment program to complete 
Québec’s hydro-electric potential and ensure the long-term viability 
of installations. In 2005, investments totalled $3.3 billion. 

 In this way, Hydro-Québec can meet Quebecers growing needs and  
take advantage of attractive commercial conditions by trading  
surplus electricity on markets outside Québec.

 
Sales

 
$10.9 billion

Net income $2.25 billion

Total assets $60.4 billion

Number of employees More than 20 000

Installed power 34 571 MW1

hydRo-QuÉBec – 2005 highlights

1  Hydro-Québec also has access to most of the output of the Churchill Falls generating station, with  
nominal power of 5 428 MW, and to the entire output of five wind farms with 196 wind-power generators 
with total installed power of 210 MW.
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In 1965, Hydro-Québec placed the first 735 kV transmission line in the world in service. Hydro-Québec won many prizes for the invention of 
this technology, including the Milestone prize awarded by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

compaRatiVe index of electRicity pRices 
laRge coRpoRate customeRs
(MONTRÉAL = 100)

A MAjOR AssET FOR QUÉBEC 

 Created in 1944, Hydro-Québec is a government corporation whose 
sole shareholder is the Québec government.

 Hydro-Québec produces, transmits and distributes electricity. It  
develops essentially renewable energy, hydro-electricity in particular.

 To meet the needs of the Québec market, Hydro-Québec relies on 
hydro-electricity and other forms of renewable energy, thus meeting 
the sustainable development expectations of its customers.

   In 2005, water power accounted for 97% of power production.

 Hydro-Québec is active in energy research and technologies tied to 
the production, transmission and distribution of electricity. 

 For a number of years, it has promoted energy efficiency and  
implemented programs that produce energy savings for its customers. 

   Energy savings of 4.1 TWh, i.e. the equivalent of the energy  
 consumption of a city of 240 000 households, are targeted  
 for 2010.

 Hydro-Québec operates North America’s most extensive electricity 
transmission network, allowing it to trade electricity with its  
neighbour provinces and the northeast United States.

 
 Designed to carry simultaneously the maximum output of all its  

generating stations and adapted to the rigorous climate of Québec’s 
vast territory, Hydro-Québec’s network is known for its reliability.
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ABITIBI-TÉMISCAMINGUE

  Known the world over for the abundance of its deposits of precious 
 metals, copper and zinc, Abitibi-Témiscamingue is the core of  
 Québec’s mining industry.
    The region attracts 90% of investments in mining exploration 
  and development.

 Diamond exploration expenditures in Nord du Québec have  
 quadrupled since 2001. 
   Québec is becoming a major player in the processing of this 
  resource, in particular diamond cutting and polishing in  
  Bas-Saint-Laurent.

MONTÉRÉGIE

 Montérégie plays a key role in the agri-food sector. With a  
 concentration of 150 teaching, research and technology transfer 
 institutions and certain specialized industries, Saint-Hyacinthe is 
 the location of an internationally recognized technocity.

pRoVincial indices of industRial  
diVeRsity – 2002

Sources: Institut de la statistique du Québec and ministère du Développement économique, de  
l’Innovation et de l’Exportation.
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BAS-SAINT-LAURENT

  Bas-Saint-Laurent has earned a reputation in marine biotechnology. 
 Molecules taken from fish, shellfish and seaweed drawn from the 
 cold waters of the St. Lawrence are used to make pharmaceutical, 
 nutraceutical and cosmetic products. The region also boasts  
 acknowledged maritime expertise.
    In Rimouski, the Institut maritime du Québec recently  
  developed a submarine evacuation simulator that has sparked 
  considerable foreign interest.

SAGUENAY–LAC-SAINT-JEAN

  The Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean region is a major player in aluminum 
 processing, and in fact has been dubbed the Vallée de l’aluminium.
   Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean alone produces 45% of Québec’s 
  aluminum production and almost 5% of world production, i.e. 
  1 050 000 tonnes annually.

ESTRIE

 Long associated with the transportation equipment manufacturing and assembly sector, Estrie diversified its economy with the appearance of 
 Bombardier in Valcourt. The region is now a major centre of the plastics and rubber industry:
   major producers of rubber components have facilities in Estrie, such as Waterville TG and Camoplast.

QUÉBEC’s DIvERsITy

 The many facets of Québec’s territory make it the most  
 diversified economy in Canada:
    its economic diversity index stands at 135 compared  
  with the Canadian average of 104.

 Québec has 17 administrative regions, each one with its 
 unique potential.
 
  Many regions are positioned as a centre of specific skills in 
 North America and the world.

 Saguenay–Lac-Saint-Jean, Abitibi-Témiscamingue, Bas-Saint-	
	 Laurent, Montérégie and Estrie are good examples of Québec  
 regional skills.
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oRdeRs of goVeRnment

fedeRal tRansfeRs to QuÉBec
(As A PERCENTAgE OF BUDgETARy REvENUE)

REvITALIzATION OF ThE  
CANADIAN FEDERATION

 At the suggestion of Québec, the Canadian provinces created a new 
institution in 2003: the Council of the Federation.

 Chaired by each of the provinces in turn, this new institution’s  
objectives include promoting inter-governmental relations based  
on respect for the Constitution and recognition of diversity within 
the federation.

 Overall, the total revenue collected by the various orders of  
government in Canada amounts to 35% of GDP:
 54% is collected by provincial governments and local administrations;
 46% is collected by the federal government.

 In 2005-2006, federal transfers accounted for 18% of Québec  
budgetary revenue.
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ThE CANADIAN FEDERATION

 Canada is a federation of ten provinces and three territories.

 The 1867 Constitution defines the powers of the two orders of 
government, federal and provincial.

 The Canadian federation features a substantial degree of  
decentralization.

 The provinces have exclusive jurisdiction in many fields including 
health, education, social services and municipal affairs.

 They have their own direct taxation power wich includes 
corporate and personal income taxes and consumption taxes.

QUÉBEC IN ThE wORLD

 The network of foreign representations plays a key role in Québec’s international action. This network, consisting of ten delegations and 
nine bureaux, provides economic, cultural and educational consulting services adapted to the features of the host countries.

 The Francophonie, an international governmental organization in which Québec speaks with its own voice, provides the Québec  
government with a significant channel for contributing with its partners to the world’s development and the depth of its pluralism.

2001
13.7

Source: Ministère des Finances.
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ThE gENERATIONs FUND

 With the creation of the Generations Fund, Québec has taken  
another step in restoring order to public finances.

  Created by law, the Fund will be dedicated exclusively to debt reduction.
   Fund objective: reduce the debt to less than 25% of GDP by 2025 

 from its current level of 43% of  GDP.

 To finance the Generations Fund, Québec is relying on water, an 
abundant and renewable natural resource. Among others:

  the water-power royalties paid by Hydro-Québec and private  
 producers;
 the payment of part of the earnings from the sale of surplus electricity 

on export markets.

 The Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec will act as trustee of 
the Fund.

ExPECTED REsULTs

 Income more than of $600 million per year as of 2008-2009.

 Beginning in 2015, the amounts accumulated in the Generations 
Fund will be sufficient to reduce debt service by more than  
$500 million per year.

 $30 billion will be applied to debt retirement in 2025.
  The burden of the debt in the economy will fall to 25%, i.e. the current 

 average of the Canadian provinces.

pRojection of the total deBt
(As A PERCENTAgE OF gDP)

pRojection of amounts accumulated 
in the geneRations fund 
(BILLIONs OF DOLLARs)

Source: Ministère des Finances
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A BALANCED BUDgET

 The budget will remain balanced in 2006-2007 and 2007-2008.

 Thanks to responsible and rigorous management of public finances, the government is complying with the Balanced Budget Act:
 passed unanimously by the National Assembly in 1996, this legislation stipulates that a deficit cannot be incurred, other than in  

exceptional circumstances.

 The ratio of program spending to GDP should reach 17.6% in 2005-2006 and 17.5% in 2007-2008:
 its lowest level in 35 years.

Current average of the provinces
25.2%
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INvEsTINg IN OUR FUTURE

 From 2003-2004 to 2005-2006, the average annual growth in  
program spending was 3.7%, which is less than the increase in gross 
domestic product over the same period. 

 In 2006-2007, the government is maintaining its objective of controlling 
spending, which will rise by 3.9% compared with GDP growth  
of 4.2%.

 As has been the case in recent years, the government is maintaining 
its commitment to invest in health and education, while continuing 
to control spending in 2006-2007.
 6.3% in health and social services;
 5.4% in education, recreation and sport;
 - 0.2% in other portfolios.

ENCOURAgE ECONOMIC 
gROwTh

 Continue with the reform of corporate taxation to support  
employment and investment:
 reduction of more than 50% in the tax on capital by 2009;
 reduction of the tax rate of SMEs from 8.5% to 8.0%;
 reductions of nearly 1.0% in two years.

 Investments of $75 million over three years for innovation and  
research and development:
 capitalize university research;
 improve R&D incentives for SMEs.

 $925 million more over four years to support workers, regions and  
Québec’s forest industry.
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summaRy of consolidated BudgetaRy 
and financial tRansactions1

(MILLIONs OF DOLLARs)

1  Preliminary results for 2005-2006.
2  Budgetary balance for the purposes of the Balanced Budget Act.

2005-2006 2006-2007

Budgetary transactions of the 
Consolidated Revenue Fund

Own-source revenue 45 476 47 105

Federal transfers 9 972 10 796

Total revenue 55 448 57 901

Program spending -48 940 -50 873

Debt service -6 849 -7 205

Total expenditure -55 789 -58 078

Net results of consolidated  
organizations

341 177

Budgetary balance2 0 0

Net results of the Generations Fund - 74

Consolidated budgetary balance 0 74

MEAsUREs CONCERNINg INDIvIDUALs

 Personal income tax will be reduced by $362 million, mainly because the deduction for workers is raised from $500 to $1 000.
 In less than four years, the difference in tax burden with the other provinces will have fallen from $2.2 billion to less than $1 billion.
 $159 million to facilitate home support for seniors.

nominal gdp gRowth and pRogRam 
spending
(PERCENTAgE)

4.6
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Source: Ministère des Finances.

Nominal GDP        Program spending

Average annual growth rate from 
2003-2004 to 2005-2006

Growth rate in 2006-2007
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FINANCEMENT-QUÉBEC

 Financement-Québec is a government corporation created in 1999 
that borrows on financial markets to meet the needs of institutions of 
the health and education networks:
 by pooling their financing in this way, these organizations lower 

their borrowing costs.

 The Québec government guarantees the borrowings of  
Financement-Québec.

 In 2006-2007, Financement-Québec’s financing program amounts 
to $2.0 billion.

2005-2006 2006-2007

Consolidated Revenue Fund
Net financial requirements (surplus)1 -100 -500

Repayments of borrowings 6 174 4 748

Change in cash position -2 662 -2 590

Optional repayments of borrowings 0 57

Retirement Plans Sinking Fund2 4 213 2 987

Pre-financing 2 590 0

Credit policy 1 481 0

Total Consolidated Revenue Fund 11 696 4 702

Financing Fund3 1 643 1 750

Total 13 339 6 452

CONsOLIDATED REvENUE FUND 
AND FINANCINg FUND

 In 2006-2007, the financing program amounts to $6.5 billion.

 The financing program is designed essentially:
 to repay maturing borrowings;
 to contribute to a sinking fund for future payment of retirement 

benefits to public-sector employees;
 to make loans to certain consolidated organizations and  

government corporations through the Financing Fund.

hyDRO-QUÉBEC

 The 2006 financing program of Hydro-Québec amounts to  
$3.1 billion.

 Hydro-Québec’s borrowings are guaranteed by the Québec  
government.

2005 2006
3 855 3 120
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financing pRogRam – consolidated  
ReVenue fund and financing fund 
(MILLIONs OF DOLLARs)

financing pRogRam - hydRo-QuÉBec
(MILLIONs OF DOLLARs)

financing pRogRam  
financement-QuÉBec
(MILLIONs OF DOLLARs)

Note: Preliminary results for 2005-2006 and forecasts for 2006-2007. A positive number indicates a financial 
requirement; a negative number, a source of financing.

1  Excluding consolidated organizations.
2  Deposits to the Retirement Plans Sinking Fund are optional.
3  The Financing Fund makes loans to certain consolidated organizations and government corporations.

Note: Preliminary result for 2005-2006 and forecast for 2006-2007.

Note: Preliminary result for 2005 and forecast for 2006.

2005-2006 2006-2007
2 029 2 000
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diRect deBt By type of instRument  
as at maRch 31, 20061

Note: Preliminary results.
1 Direct debt of the Consolidated Revenue Fund.

long-teRm diRect deBt matuRities  
as at maRch 31, 20061

(MILLIONs OF DOLLARs)

Note: Preliminary results.
1 Direct debt of the Consolidated Revenue Fund.

DIvERsIFICATION By MARkETs

 Financing transactions are carried out regularly on most markets,  
i.e. in Canada, the United States, Europe, Asia and Australia.

 Québec’s presence on foreign financial markets dates back to the 
late 19th century, more specifically London in 1874.

 In 2001, the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) ruled that 
foreign regulatory authorities could assign a weighting of 0% to  
Québec securities, meaning that financial institutions do not have to 
maintain capital reserves when they hold Québec securities.
 Accordingly, Luxembourg, Belgium, France, the Netherlands, 

Australia and Italy now assign a weighting of 0% to Québec  
securities, which facilitates financing activities in those countries. 



DIvERsIFICATION By  
INsTRUMENTs

 To satisfy investors’ needs, an extensive array of financial products is 
used in the course of financing transactions.

 Long-term instruments:
 public issues: fixed or variable-rate bonds, real-return bonds;
 private borrowings;
 retail savings products.

 Short-term instruments:
 treasury bills and commercial paper.

 Lines of credit:
 syndicated (US$3 500 million available) and bank ($1 165 million 

available).



DIvERsIFICATION By MATURITIEs

 Maturities of borrowings are distributed over time to avoid excessively 
large amounts of refinancing in a given year.

 The average maturity of the debt is about ten years.



Pound sterling 1874

US dollar 1879

German mark 1968

French franc 1972

Yen 1972

Swiss franc 1972

Italian lira 1991

Spanish peseta 1997

Swedish crown 1998

Euro 1999

Australian dollar 2001

New Zealand dollar 2005

Mexican peso 2006
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fiRst issues By QuÉBec on foReign maRkets

Bonds

57.6%

Medium-term notes
27.0%

Savings products
6.1%

Treasury bills
2.8%

Other notes
2.0%

Real-return 
bonds

4.5%

4 704

2006 2026-
2044

2016-
2026

201520142013201220112010200920082007

8641 039

4 694

6 155

2 110

3 705

5 922

4 000

5 759

4 980
5 177

Annual 
average
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ENsURE LIQUIDITy

 Regular presence on major markets:
 with large issues;
 and re-opening of existing issues.

 Long-term relations with Québec’s financial partners.

 Satisfaction of investors’ needs.

 Promotion of Québec securities:
 promotion documents;
 meetings with investors;
 involvement of banks and brokerage firms in these activities.



Market Coupon % Maturity

Amount issued 
(millions of units of 

the currency)

Can$ 6.25 2010 2 631

6.0 2012 2 122

5.25 2013 2 152

5.50 2014 2 500

5.0 2015 2 500

6.0 2029 2 737

6.25 2032 4 200

5.75 2036 3 083

US$ Global 6.125 2011 1 000

4.875 2014 1 000

4.60 2015 1 000

5.0 2016 1 250

7.5 2029 1 500

Euro 5.625 2011 1 500

4.25 2013 1 000

3.625 2015 1 500

3.375 2016 1 500

Agency Rating Outlook
Standard & Poor’s A+ Stable

Moody’s A1 Positive

Fitch AA- Stable

Dominion Bond Rating Service A Stable

Japan Credit Rating Agency AA+ Stable

hIgh CREDIT QUALITy

« The rating reflects the improvement in the province’s long-term  
financial performance which has supported a gradual easing in its debt 
burden. »

Moody’s, November 4, 2005

«  The ratings on the Province of Quebec are supported by the province’s 
large and well-diversified economy. »

  Standard & Poor’s, June 8, 2005
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cRedit Ratings

some BenchmaRk issues on maRkets

RECOgNITION OF ThE  
QUALITy OF CREDIT By  
FINANCIAL MARkETs

 In 2005, Québec received two awards for its financing 
transactions on foreign markets, reflecting the credibility 
that Québec has earned on these markets:
 International Financing Review (IFR) awarded it the 

“Swiss Franc Bond of the Year” for its August 2005  
transaction;

  for its October 2005 issue of bonds in euros, Euroweek  
magazine awarded Québec the prize for “Best  
Sub-Sovereign, Municipal Bond”.
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stRuctuRe of the total deBt By  
cuRRency as at maRch 31, 2006
(BEFORE TAkINg CURRENCy swAPs AND  
FUTUREs CONTRACTs INTO ACCOUNT)

Note: Preliminary results.

stRuctuRe of the total deBt By  
cuRRency as at maRch 31, 2006
(AFTER TAkINg CURRENCy swAPs AND  
FUTUREs CONTRACTs INTO ACCOUNT)

Note: Preliminary results.

 The government’s total debt includes the consolidated direct debt 
and the net liability under the retirement plans.

 As at March 31, 2006, before taking debt management instruments 
into account, 73% of the debt was in Canadian dollars.

 After taking debt management instruments into account, the  
proportion of the debt in Canadian dollars stands at 92%.



DEBT MANAgEMENT

 Financing decisions are made independently of debt management 
decisions:
 borrowings are made where funds are available, at the lowest 

possible cost;
 interest rate and currency swaps and futures contracts are 

used to achieve desired debt proportions:  
- by currency;
- at fixed and floating rates.

 A range of financial instruments is used to minimize  
fluctuations in debt service:
 swaps;
 exchange-traded interest rate futures contracts;
 options;
 currency futures contracts.
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US $
12.3%

Euro
8.8%

Yen
3.7%

Other currencies
1.8%

Can $
73.4%

Yen
2.3%

US $
1.0%

Swiss franc
4.7%

Can $
92.0%

CREDIT POLICy REgARDINg COUNTERPARTIEs

 To reduce its risk with counterparties, the Québec government has adopted a credit policy regarding counterparties that includes:
 setting explicit credit limits for each counterparty;
 continuously assessing the at-market value of transactions;
 an adjustment mechanism that applies if the credit limit is reached in order to comply with established limits.
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A CULTURE ThAT TRAvELs

 Québec society, drawing from European and Anglo-American  
influences, displays remarkable artistic vitality and creative potential. 
Its artists thrill audiences throughout the world.
 They include: Céline Dion, Simple Plan, Robert Lepage, Denys 

Arcand, La La La Human Steps, Compagnie Marie Chouinard, 
Yann Martel and Wajdi Mouawad.

 Youth and innovation have made circuses from Québec an  
international success story. Thanks to the worldwide reputation of 
the Cirque du Soleil, a new tradition in circus arts has taken root in 
Montréal where young companies are also to be found.
 One of these, the Cirque Éloize, fascinated millions of television 

viewers during the closing ceremonies of the 20th Winter Olympic 
Games in Turin.  

A BOOMINg FILM INDUsTRy

 In 2005, in Québec, audiences at Québec films set new records at 
five million attendees, equivalent to 18.9% of total attendance.
 These exceptional results are the culmination of five years of  

extremely vigorous growth.

 Over 80% of animation and special effects software produced in the 
world is designed by companies in Montréal.

 
 A Quebecer, Yanick Dusseault, was chosen to head the team of  

illustrators of the final film of the Star Wars saga. In 2003, the Visual 
Effects Society awarded a prize to him to acknowledge his work on 
the film Pirates of the Caribbean.

 IMAX technology, which has revolutionized the giant screen field, 
was also developed in Québec.



QUÉBEC wELCOMEs ThE 
wORLD

 Québec expertise and talent in various cultural fields are also in  
evidence in the profusion of major festivals welcoming the best of 
Québec and the world:
 the Festival International de Jazz de Montréal, the Festival d’été 

de Québec, the FrancoFolies de Montréal, the Just for Laughs 
Festival, the Carrefour international de théâtre de Québec, the 
Festival International Nuits d’Afrique, the Festival du nouveau 
cinéma, the Mondial des Cultures de Drummondville, and the 
Festival international de Lanaudière are but a few examples.

 Recognized for its vibrant publishing industry, Montréal was selected 
by UNESCO as World Book Capital for 2005-2006. This celebration 
is ringing testimony to Québec’s rich literary culture.
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In the advertising and film fields, audiences the world over are thrilled  
by the special effects created by Softimage. For instance, Softimage 
contributed to the videoclip Original of the Species of the rock  
group U2.
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sPORTINg vITALITy kNOwN  
ThE wORLD OvER

 Québec stands out in sports with many professional organizations. 
The Montréal Canadiens, Alouettes and Impact are representative 
of Quebecers’ interest in hockey, football and soccer.

 The Canadian Grand Prix provides Québec with notable visibility. 
In 2005, this event ranked second among the most watched sports 
events in the world.

 In addition, Montréal welcomes the world’s greatest tennis players 
each year for the Rogers Cup.

 In 2005, Québec hosted international events such as the World 
Aquatics Championships and the World Police & Fire Games.


A PRIME DEsTINATION

 With its European soul and invigorating landscapes, Québec is an 
international destination of choice. In 2005, Québec welcomed  
29 million visitors, generating revenue in excess of $10 billion.

 
 With an average snowfall of 300 cm, Québec is a paradise of winter 

activities:
 it has the most extensive network of ski resorts, 90 all told, in the 

northeast of North America, including the Mont Tremblant resort 
that has an international reputation;

 Québec also has 33 650 km of marked snowmobile trails and  
4 000 km of cross-country ski trails.
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 A traditional and family festival, the Québec Winter Carnival is the 
world’s largest winter carnival.
 It ranks third among the major international carnivals, just behind 

Rio de Janeiro and New Orleans.

 Wallpaper Navigator magazine ranked Montréal among the  
seven most exciting cities in the world while the Financial Times 
placed it among the ten cities in the world vying for the title of  
“Dream City”.

 In 2008, Québec City, a world heritage site, will celebrate the 400th 
anniversary of its foundation by Samuel de Champlain.
 The theme of the festivities will be La Rencontre, underlying the 

city’s historic and present-day role as a place where peoples and 
cultures come together to exchange.

In 1985, Old Québec, the historic quarter of the national capital, became 
the first urban centre in North America to be included on UNESCO’s 
exclusive “World Heritage List”.






